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BOLD

:   blood oxygenation level‐dependent

CGRP

:   calcitonin gene‐related peptide

CLR

:   calcitonin receptor‐like receptor

CNS

:   central nervous system

CSD

:   cortical spreading depression

DRG

:   dorsal root ganglion/ganglia

fMRI

:   functional magnetic resonance imaging

HT

:   high threshold

NO

:   nitric oxide

PAG

:   periaqueductal gray

PKA

:   protein kinase A

PKC

:   protein kinase C

RAMP

:   receptor activity modifying protein

ROS

:   reactive oxygen species

RVM

:   rostral ventromedial medulla

TG

:   trigeminal ganglion

TNC

:   trigeminal nucleus caudalis

TNF

:   tumor necrosis factor

WDR

:   wide dynamic range

Background {#head13529-sec-0006}
==========

Migraine is probably one of the oldest ailments, known since ancient times, as noted by the Egyptians, and yet even now, it remains an unmet medical need that is often inadequately recognized and undertreated.[1](#head13529-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#head13529-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#head13529-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#head13529-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#head13529-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The second largest cause of disability in the world, migraine is a complex neurological disease is characterized by attacks lasting between 4 hours and 3 days, and is characterized primarily by a moderate‐to‐severe paroxysmal, unilateral headache that is aggravated by movement, and may be accompanied by associated symptoms of photophobia, phonophobia, osmophobia, allodynia, pain on movement, and nausea and vomiting.[4](#head13529-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#head13529-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#head13529-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} First described by Hippocrates over 2400 years ago, aura that commonly manifest as scintillations or expanding circle of scotoma may precede migraine headache in \~20‐30% of cases. However, aura can also manifest as somatosensory, auditory, or olfactory. Aura may last from 5 to 60 minutes, and is usually followed by a headache within 60 minutes.[6](#head13529-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Premonitory symptoms that include fatigue, difficulty in concentrating, neck stiffness, sensitivity to light and/or sound, nausea, blurred vision, yawning, and pallor may appear as early as 72 hours before a migraine attack, signaling early‐onset changes in the central nervous system (CNS).[8](#head13529-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#head13529-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#head13529-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

Migraine was long considered to be primarily a vascular disorder, resulting from meningeal vasodilation. However, advances made in the past 2 decades show that migraine is a complex neurological disease that includes the participation of multiple cortical, subcortical, and brainstem areas that regulate autonomic, affective, cognitive, and sensory functions.[9](#head13529-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#head13529-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#head13529-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} This view is consistent with the complex and varied symptomology associated with migraine, including the premonitory and aura phases. However, it is still unclear what mechanisms are invoked to initiate the activation of these brain regions, or how the progression of activation of central sites occur to produce migraine.

Technological advances that allow greater precision in brain imaging techniques have allowed the visualization of brain regions that may be involved in the generation and progression of migraine. Early studies using positron emission tomography (PET) found that the brainstem regions including the periaqueductal gray (PAG), dorsal raphe (DR), and locus coeruleus (LC) are activated during a migraine attack, and might represent a brainstem migraine generator.[12](#head13529-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#head13529-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Since then, the concept of the brainstem as a migraine generator has fallen into disfavor, in part because this region remains activated even after the headache is resolved with triptans and because this region shows increased activity during, but not immediately before, a migraine attack.[14](#head13529-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} However, expanding the scope of imaging studies from these earlier investigations revealed that the hypothalamus may play a prominent role in the genesis of migraine attacks. Premonitory symptoms such as food craving, fatigue, nausea, and yawning suggest hypothalamic involvement.[15](#head13529-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#head13529-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Nitroglycerin‐induced migraine increased hypothalamic activity during the early premonitory phase in patients undergoing H~2~ ^15^O PET cerebral blood flow scans.[17](#head13529-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In an attempt to capture changes in brain activity prior to a migraine attack, a patient who experienced 2‐3 migraine headaches per month was subjected to fMRI every morning for 30 days.[18](#head13529-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} This study showed that the hypothalamus increases activity during the 24 hours prior to migraine headache pain, along with increased functional coupling to the trigeminal nucleus caudalis (TNC).[18](#head13529-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} During the ictal phase, functional coupling of the hypothalamus to the TNC decreases and coupling to the dorsal pons is strengthened. By altering its connectivity with other brain regions, the hypothalamus may be able to alter the activity of regions of migraine pathophysiology and could function as a migraine generator.[18](#head13529-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} In a more recent study performed with healthy controls and with patients with episodic or chronic migraine, standardized trigeminal nociceptive stimulation was used along with fMRI using a high‐resolution echo‐planar imaging protocol in order to better understand the role of the hypothalamus in migraine.[16](#head13529-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} In that study, painful trigeminal stimulation produced greater activation of the hypothalamus of patients with chronic migraine than in the healthy control subjects. Moreover, the posterior part of the hypothalamus was more activated in patients with either chronic or episodic migraine when compared to healthy control subjects during the headache‐free phase. It is believed that the anterior part of the hypothalamus is implicated in the initiation of migraine attacks and the posterior part in migraine headache pain.[16](#head13529-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

Hypothalamic nuclei (eg, arcuate, dorsomedial, suprachiasmatic, median eminence/pars tuberalis) are important regions contributing to internal homeostatic regulation, and contain neurons that participate in expression of clock genes controlling diurnal, circadian, and circannual rhythms, as well as regulation of hormonal cycles.[19](#head13529-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} Oscillations in hypothalamic activity temporally alter functional connections among the hypothalamus, and brainstem, and dopaminergic networks and lead to changes in subcortical and brainstem regions, altering susceptibility thresholds to sensory stimuli, thus initiating and ending a migraine attack.[20](#head13529-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} A recent fMRI study showed increased infra‐slow oscillatory activity, increased connectivity strengths, and regional homogeneity in the TNC, dorsal pons, and hypothalamus immediately prior to a migraine attack.[21](#head13529-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Likewise, imaging studies have also shown that the hypothalamic nuclei are activated during the pain phase of cluster headache attacks.[22](#head13529-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} The cyclic nature and circadian predictability of cluster headache is consistent with the pacemaking functions of hypothalamic nuclei.[22](#head13529-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#head13529-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#head13529-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

As described in a recent review, some investigators hold that cortical spreading depression (CSD) can initiate a migraine attack.[25](#head13529-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} This view is not inconsistent with studies showing excitation of cortical and subcortical structures preceding or concomitant with migraine attacks, and supports the concept that migraine is due in part to cortical hyperexcitability.[26](#head13529-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#head13529-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} However, whether CSD has a role in the initiation of a migraine attack has not been demonstrated definitively, and the role of CSD in migraine remains a topic of vigorous debate. The possible role of CSD in migraine is further discussed below.

An emerging view[9](#head13529-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#head13529-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#head13529-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} suggests that cortical excitability can perturb other central sites (eg, descending pain modulatory systems), such that the migraine attack is initiated centrally, as suggested by the prodromal symptoms that precede migraine headache pain by many hours. This excitability leads to peripheral sensitization, and a CSD could be generated as the hyperexcitability progresses. This enhanced activity, with or without CSD, can, through mechanisms not yet determined, lead to peripheral sensitization and the development of migraine headache pain.[9](#head13529-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#head13529-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#head13529-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}

Objective of the Review {#head13529-sec-0007}
=======================

Recent advances in preclinical and clinical investigations have provided convergent evidence to refine our understanding of mechanisms driving the pathophysiology of migraine. The past decade has seen an increased emphasis on the role of the trigeminovascular system in connecting peripheral events with central consequences, and the promising results from recent clinical trials provide a strong indication that calcitonin gene‐related peptide (CGRP) is a critical element in migraine generation and progression. This narrative review was undertaken to describe the role of CGRP in the trigeminovascular system in the context of recent clinical and preclinical investigations, and to update the discussion of mechanisms underlying migraine pathophysiology. PubMed searches were performed to find the most recent (ie, 2016 to end of November, 2018) comprehensive reviews of migraine and to identify the most recently published clinical and preclinical investigations related to migraine pathophysiology. References to the initial studies are used in providing background and context, and reviews are used to support additional, ancillary points. Finally, we bring the reader\'s attention to recent reviews addressing migraine pathophysiology globally.

Trigeminal Neurovascular System {#head13529-sec-0008}
===============================

The meningeal vasculature is densely innervated with primary afferent nociceptive unmyelinated C‐fibers and thinly myelinated Aδ fibers arising chiefly from the ophthalmic (V1) division of the trigeminal nerve, although some innervation through the maxillary (V2) and mandibular divisions (V3) also occur.[9](#head13529-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#head13529-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} These sensory nerves are pseudo‐unipolar nerves, with cell bodies in the trigeminal ganglion (TG) and bifurcating axons that project to peripheral and central sites. In the periphery, the peripheral fibers from the TG neurons innervate the cerebral arteries, meningeal arteries, and project into parts of the dura that are not highly vascularized. Immunohistochemical studies of rat and human tissue revealed that the unmyelinated C‐fibers innervating meningeal and cerebral arteries express CGRP as well as substance P, VIP, and nNOS.[30](#head13529-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} All of the fibers that expressed substance P also expressed CGRP, but there were many CGRP fibers that did not express substance P. CGRP expression was limited to the nociceptive C‐fibers. The Aδ fibers coexpressed immunofluorescence for calcitonin receptor‐like receptor (CLR) and (receptor activity‐modifying protein 1) RAMP1, indicating the presence of functional CGRP receptors. Thus, CGRP released from terminals of C‐fibers can sensitize the adjacent Aδ nerve terminals.[30](#head13529-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} These observations are consistent with recent findings that the humanized monoclonal anti‐CGRP antibody fremanezumab inhibits evoked firing of Aδ, not of C, fibers.[31](#head13529-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}

Mast cells present in the dura of rats express the CGRP receptor whereas those of humans do not.[30](#head13529-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} This observation is consistent with earlier studies showing CGRP‐evoked histamine release from mast cells in rat, but not human, dural tissue.[32](#head13529-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The CGRP receptor components were also detected in the vascular smooth muscle cells, and the blood vessels were all innervated by CGRP‐positive nerve fibers. The dura is sparsely innervated by afferent fibers that express nNOS in close proximity to CGRP‐expressing fibers. No colocalization of nNOS with CGRP was detected.[30](#head13529-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

Immunohistochemical studies performed with rat and human tissue revealed that approximately one‐half of TG neurons express CGRP and about one‐third express both the CLR and RAMP1 components of the CGRP receptor.[33](#head13529-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} There was very little colocalization of CGRP with CGRP receptors, which, combined with studies using NF markers showed that CGRP is expressed in unmyelinated C‐fibers and the receptor in the myelinated Aδ fibers.[30](#head13529-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#head13529-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, staining for the CGRP receptor was also found on satellite cells within the TG, indicating that release of CGRP within the ganglion can activate both neurons and glial cells.[33](#head13529-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} However, a different study using antibodies raised against a fusion protein of the extracellular domains of CLR and RAMP1 failed to find CGRP receptors on satellite cells of human TG tissue.[34](#head13529-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Expression of synaptosomal‐associated protein of 25 kDa (SNAP‐25) in vesicular structures, some of which contained CGRP, indicates that neuronally mediated paracrine signaling can occur within the TG.[33](#head13529-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}

The central projections of the TG neurons project to the trigeminal nucleus caudalis (TNC; Sp5C) in the caudal medulla and the cervical spinal cord where they terminate in the outer (I‐II) and inner (V‐VI) laminae. Electrophysiologic studies performed in rats indicated that activation of the trigeminal Aδ afferent nerves activated high‐threshold TNC neurons whereas the C‐fibers activated the wide dynamic range neurons.[31](#head13529-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#head13529-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Immunofluorescence for CGRP was detected in C‐fiber terminals principally in the outer laminae of human TNC.[30](#head13529-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} The CGRP receptor components were detected on Aδ fibers in the outer laminae and spinal trigeminal tract of human TNC.[30](#head13529-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} No neuronal cell bodies were found to express either CGRP or its receptor in the outer laminae of human TNC tissue, suggesting that CGRP acts on presynaptic receptors on adjacent nerve terminals.[30](#head13529-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#head13529-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#head13529-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, when antibodies to the fusion protein were used, CGRP receptors were detected on dendrites and cell bodies in the TNC of the cynomolgus monkey.[34](#head13529-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}

Nociceptive inputs from the dura are relayed by the second‐order TNC neurons to the ventroposteromedial thalamus and the medial nucleus of the posterior complex. The thalamus has bidirectional connections with several cortical regions, including, but not limited to, the somatosensory cortex, insula, amygdala, and limbic regions, thus integrating nociceptive inputs with cognition, emotion, and autonomic responses as part of a complex "pain matrix."[38](#head13529-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#head13529-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} The hypothalamus receives trigeminovascular inputs via the thalamus, and sends bilateral projections to the outer laminae of the TNC. Retrograde labeling studies in rats revealed that the paraventricular nucleus, the lateral hypothalamic area, the perifornical hypothalamic area, the A11 nucleus, and the retrochiasmatic area of the hypothalamus project bilaterally to the outer laminae of the TNC.[40](#head13529-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} In studies with rodents, inhibition of hypothalamic activity with the GABAA agonist muscimol microinjected into the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN) attenuated meningeal‐evoked activities of TNC neurons, whereas the GABAA antagonist gabazine enhanced these responses.[41](#head13529-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} The PVN of the hypothalamus may be able to modulate trigeminal autonomic cephalalgias by integrating nociceptive mechanisms with autonomic, and stress‐processing mechanisms.[41](#head13529-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the A11 nucleus of the posterior hypothalamus sends dopaminergic projections to the superficial laminae of the TNC, and all dopaminergic neurons of this nucleus co‐express CGRP, although there are also many non‐dopaminergic neurons that express only CGRP.[42](#head13529-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Stimulation of the A11 nucleus inhibits firing of TNC neurons evoked by stimulation of the middle meningeal artery, and this effect is blocked by the D~2~ receptor antagonist eticlopride.[42](#head13529-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Through the release of CGRP and dopamine in the TNC, the A11 nucleus can exert positive and negative modulatory influences on TNC activity.

Projections from the thalamus, as well as hypothalamus and cortical sites, to midbrain and medullary sites form the descending pain modulatory system. The periaqueductal gray (PAG) and the locus coeruleus receive these pain modulatory signals from superior sites as well as nociceptive inputs from the TNC and spinal cord, and are in bilateral communication with the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM), which represents the final common pathway in descending pain modulation. Studies in cats showed that electrical stimulation of the PAG abolished the responses of TNC neurons to noxious stimulation of the dura.[43](#head13529-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} Descending serotonergic neurons from the RVM can inhibit or facilitate nociceptive inputs, depending on the specific serotonergic receptor subtypes activated, with the 5‐HT~3~ receptor mediating nociception and the 5‐HT~7~ receptor producing antinociception. Collectively, studies in animal models suggest that enhanced pain states result from a shift in descending modulation to favor pain facilitation over inhibition, thus enhancing pain. Inhibition of RVM activity abolished enhanced nociceptive responses, including responses to stimuli applied to the dura.[44](#head13529-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#head13529-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#head13529-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#head13529-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} The role of descending pain modulation in central sensitization and migraine pain is elaborated further below.

Imaging studies performed in patients with migraine, with or without allodynia, showed that atypical resting state functional connectivity between the PAG and higher pain‐processing regions is associated with allodynia, and further demonstrate a role for this region in pain modulation.[48](#head13529-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} Clinically, the presence of descending pain modulation can be demonstrated with conditioned pain modulation (CPM \[formerly called diffuse noxious inhibitory controls, or DNIC\]), where "pain inhibits pain."[49](#head13529-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#head13529-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} In order to demonstrate CPM, a subject typically is exposed to a persistent painful stimulus (eg, mild ischemia with an inflatable cuff, placing a hand or foot in cold or hot water), and is then challenged with an acute noxious stimulus (eg, pinch or applied heat probe).[49](#head13529-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#head13529-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#head13529-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} When CPM is present, the introduction of the acute stimulus causes a reduction in the perceived painfulness of the water bath. This is believed to be due to activation of descending pain inhibition.[49](#head13529-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#head13529-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Patients with idiopathic pain states usually demonstrate diminished or absent CPM, suggesting a shift away from descending inhibition and toward facilitation. In a recent study of patients with episodic and chronic migraine, pain thresholds were determined to repetitive mechanical and laser‐evoked thermal stimuli over a period of 30 minutes.[52](#head13529-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} The patients then presented with a conditioning stimulus by immersing the contralateral foot in a warm (30°C) or noxious cold (8°C) water bath between 10 and 20 minutes of the repetitive stimuli. In healthy control subjects, the conditioning stimulus significantly reduced perceived pain intensity of the repetitive nociceptive stimuli, indicating a robust CPM. Patients with episodic migraine showed a reduced CPM, whereas those with chronic migraine showed no CPM, but rather pain facilitation when exposed to the conditioning stimulus.[52](#head13529-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} These results are consistent with the idea that migraine headache pain may be due in part to a loss of descending pain inhibitory influence on the trigeminovascular system.

The Trigeminovascular System Mediates Dural Nociception {#head13529-sec-0009}
=======================================================

Early studies performed with conscious patients undergoing brain surgeries under local anesthesia showed that noxious stimuli applied to meningeal arteries or to the dura in the vicinity of the arteries produced headache pain that was sometimes accompanied by nausea.[53](#head13529-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#head13529-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} The pain produced by dural stimulation was localized and referred to the ipsilateral temporal region, the ipsilateral eye, or to the forehead.[53](#head13529-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#head13529-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} Patients who had previous section of the trigeminal nerve or who received local anesthetic injection into the TG reported no pain upon dural stimulation.[53](#head13529-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} These experiments provided early clinical evidence that dural innervation via the trigeminal nerve could produce headache and may underlie migraine headache pain. Later studies in animal models showed that the perivascular regions of the dura were richly innervated with peripheral fibers from the TG whereas the dura regions with sparse vasculature were sparsely innervated.[29](#head13529-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Several electrophysiologic and immunohistologic studies have shown that noxious stimulation of the dura activates nociceptive neurons of the trigeminocervical complex. Stimulation of the dura or of the periorbital region excites trigeminal neurons that in turn stimulate the second‐order TNC neurons.[55](#head13529-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#head13529-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} In one study, TNC activity elicited by periorbital nerve stimulation was enhanced by infusion of nitroglycerin in rats.[57](#head13529-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} The application of an inflammatory "soup" to the dura produced a local neurogenic inflammation, which was associated with enhanced neuronal responses to stimuli.[56](#head13529-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#head13529-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} Light mechanical stimuli applied to the cutaneous receptive field or to the dura resulted in increased TG activity, which was followed by enhanced responses of second‐order TNC neurons. Mechanical stimuli that were unable to evoke responses were active after inflammation.[56](#head13529-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#head13529-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} Such studies led to the idea that neurogenic inflammation of the meninges could sensitize the peripheral afferent TG fibers (ie, peripheral sensitization), which manifests as migraine headache.[56](#head13529-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#head13529-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} However, neurogenic inflammation of the dura has not been observed in humans. Moreover, although CGRP‐mediated mast cell degranulation has been observed in animal models, human mast cells do not express CGRP receptors. On the other hand, in vitro studies with human dural tissue showed that substance P, which is co‐expressed in some CGRP afferents, is able to elicit mast cell degranulation in human dural tissue.[59](#head13529-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} However, it is doubtful that substance P can evoke sufficient neurogenic inflammation to be a factor in migraine genesis. Based on animal studies showing high efficacy of antagonists for neurokinin‐1 (NK‐1), the substance P receptor, in blocking neurogenic inflammation, several of these antagonists, GR205171, RPR 100893, and lanepitant (LY‐303870) were advanced to clinical trials, but they all failed in double‐blind, randomized clinical trials for episodic migraine.[60](#head13529-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} In a separate randomized clinical trial, lanepitant was not effective in preventing migraine.[61](#head13529-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} That peripheral sensitization is an important factor in the progression of a migraine attack is generally well accepted, but what remains unknown is the mechanisms that produce peripheral sensitization in patients with migraine.[9](#head13529-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}

As the TNC receives repetitive, persistent nociceptive inputs, the TNC neurons become sensitized to further inputs, responding to lower threshold stimuli and increasing their receptive fields, indicating activity‐dependent central sensitization. With central sensitization, the perceptual responses to noxious inputs are exaggerated, prolonged, and spread widely. Over extended periods of time, neuroplastic adaptations occur at medullary and cortical pain modulatory sites, resulting in a shift in the pain modulatory systems to favor a net descending pain facilitation. This latter phase of central sensitization is activity‐independent and may underlie the conversion of episodic migraine to chronic migraine.[62](#head13529-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"} The role of descending pain modulation and of central sensitization in the progression of a migraine attack, as well as its contribution to chronic migraine has been discussed in several comprehensive reviews.[9](#head13529-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#head13529-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#head13529-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#head13529-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#head13529-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#head13529-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#head13529-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#head13529-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#head13529-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}

In a series of elegant experiments, Burstein and colleagues paired observations from animal studies with clinical presentation of migraine and suggested that as the migraine attack progresses, the pathophysiology of migraine progresses from peripheral sensitization of the primary afferent TG neurons to central sensitization of TNC second‐order neurons and ultimately to central sensitization of third‐order neurons in the thalamus.[58](#head13529-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#head13529-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#head13529-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#head13529-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#head13529-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#head13529-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} In one such study, fMRI performed in patients during a migraine attack showed enhanced activation of the posterior thalamus in response to light brush or thermal stimuli applied to the dorsum of the hand in patients with extracephalic cutaneous allodynia.[73](#head13529-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} In the same study, it was also reported that rats with dural inflammation showed activation of thalamic neurons in response to innocuous stimulation of the paws after onset of central sensitization, whereas no responses were elicited by the same stimuli at baseline.[73](#head13529-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} Based on these studies, it was hypothesized that early in a migraine attack, patients may have the throbbing migraine headache without cutaneous allodynia, driven by peripheral sensitization of the TG, and triptans are effective at that stage. As the migraine attack progresses, cutaneous allodynia develops in the periorbital area, signaling central sensitization of convergent TNC neurons and an increased resistance to the efficacy of triptans. Widespread cutaneous allodynia extending to extracephalic sites suggests central sensitization of third‐order thalamic neurons, and resistance to treatment with triptans.[68](#head13529-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#head13529-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#head13529-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#head13529-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#head13529-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#head13529-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}

Establishment of activity‐independent central sensitization, driven by descending pain facilitation, was suggested in an animal model of dural inflammation that induced periorbital cutaneous allodynia.[75](#head13529-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} In that study, the microinjection of bupivacaine into the RVM to block descending modulation did not abolish allodynia when given 30 minutes after the start of inflammation and presumably during the period of peripheral sensitization.[75](#head13529-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} However, cutaneous allodynia was abolished when bupivacaine was administered at 1.5 hours after the start of inflammation, and during the period central sensitization might be driven in part by net descending facilitation from the RVM.[75](#head13529-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}

Role of Trigeminal CGRP in Migraine -- Clinical Evidence {#head13529-sec-0010}
========================================================

The neuropeptide CGRP is widely expressed in the peripheral and CNS. The α‐isoform of the neuropeptide CGRP is highly expressed in somatosensory peripheral nerves and in the CNS whereas the β‐CGRP isoform is predominantly expressed in motor neurons and in the enteric nervous system.[76](#head13529-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} A growing body of evidence indicates that CGRP in the trigeminovascular system is a principal mediator of migraine. Immunohistochemical studies determined that approximately 50% of human TG neurons express CGRP, almost exclusively on thin, unmyelinated nociceptive C‐fibers, whereas the myelinated A‐fibers and vascular smooth muscle cells of the dura expressed the CGRP receptor.[33](#head13529-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} CGRP is not directly algogenic, since intradermal injections of the neuropeptide produces an erythemic flare but without pain.[77](#head13529-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} The i.v. infusion of CGRP produces a delayed migraine attack in a majority of individuals with a past history of migraine.[78](#head13529-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Importantly, CGRP does not produce a delayed migraine‐like headache in healthy individuals, nor does it evoke any somatic pain other than headache. These observations suggest that CGRP induces migraine attacks through activation of downstream signaling cascades. In contrast, the i.v. infusion of PGE~2~, a well‐known proinflammatory agent with direct nociceptive effects, produces an immediate migraine attack in susceptible individuals.[79](#head13529-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}

Several studies demonstrated that blood levels of CGRP obtained from the jugular vein of people with migraine are elevated during a migraine attack.[80](#head13529-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#head13529-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#head13529-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#head13529-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the interictal CGRP blood levels of patients with migraine are elevated when compared to individuals without migraine.[83](#head13529-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, the interictal levels of CGRP of people with chronic migraine are significantly elevated when compared to those of patients with episodic migraine, and it was suggested that these elevated interictal CGRP levels in people with migraine could be a biomarker aiding the diagnosis of chronic migraine.[83](#head13529-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, treatment with onabotulinumtoxin A over 1 month reduced interictal CGRP blood levels in people with chronic migraine who were responsive to the treatment but not in nonresponders.[84](#head13529-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [85](#head13529-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} Induction of migraine with nitroglycerin infusion increases jugular blood levels of CGRP.[86](#head13529-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} Sumatriptan inhibits release of CGRP from trigeminal nerve terminals and in that study, produced parallel reductions in migraine headache pain intensity and blood levels of CGRP.[86](#head13529-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} In another study, migraine attacks were associated with elevated levels of CGRP in saliva, which were blocked by efficacious rizatriptan treatment.[87](#head13529-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} In that study, patients with higher elevations of CGRP also showed better responsiveness to rizatriptan.[87](#head13529-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} Collectively, these studies suggest a prominent role of CGRP in the trigeminovascular system regarding migraine pathophysiology.

Indeed, randomized clinical studies with small‐molecule CGRP antagonists or with humanized monoclonal antibodies to CGRP or to the CGRP receptor have shown encouraging results in relieving migraine attacks. Six small‐molecule CGRP antagonists (olcegepant, telcagepant, MK‐3207, BI 44370 TA, rimegepant, and ubrogepant) were efficacious in the acute treatment of migraine.[88](#head13529-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}, [89](#head13529-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#head13529-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#head13529-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}, [92](#head13529-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}, [93](#head13529-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}, [94](#head13529-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} More recently, the CGRP monoclonal antibody galcanezumab (LY2951742) reduced the frequency of migraine headache days in patients with episodic migraine with low incidence of adverse events in a phase 2 and two phase 3 randomized clinical trials.[95](#head13529-bib-0095){ref-type="ref"}, [96](#head13529-bib-0096){ref-type="ref"}, [97](#head13529-bib-0097){ref-type="ref"} Galcanezumab was efficacious and well tolerated in patients with chronic migraine as well.[98](#head13529-bib-0098){ref-type="ref"} Eptinezumab (ALD403) and fremanezumab (TEV‐48125) showed efficacy in episodic migraine, and fremanezumab in chronic migraine, with favorable safety profiles.[7](#head13529-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [99](#head13529-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"}, [100](#head13529-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"} Erenumab (AMG 334), the humanized monoclonal antibody to the CGRP receptor, was also effective in episodic and chronic migraine.[101](#head13529-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"}, [102](#head13529-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"} Between mid‐May, 2018, and the time of this writing, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved galcanezumab, fremanezumab, and erenumab for the prevention of migraine.

Role of Trigeminal CGRP in Migraine -- Preclinical Evidence {#head13529-sec-0011}
===========================================================

Nociceptor Sensitization {#head13529-sec-0012}
------------------------

However, despite strong evidence that CGRP is a key component of migraine pathophysiology, the mechanisms through which CGRP could elicit migraine attacks are largely unknown. Nearly all understanding of potential mechanisms is derived from preclinical studies in animal models. In studies performed in rats or cats, electrical stimulation of the sagittal sinus or of the TG released CGRP into the jugular bloodstream and, acting on presynaptic 5‐HT~1A/1D~ receptors, was able to inhibit CGRP release.[56](#head13529-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#head13529-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#head13529-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}, [103](#head13529-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"}, [104](#head13529-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} In cultured TG neurons, CGRP induced delayed and long‐lasting upregulations gene transcriptions via protein kinase A (PKA) and protein kinase C (PKC) to produce delayed and long‐lasting sensitization.[105](#head13529-bib-0105){ref-type="ref"}, [106](#head13529-bib-0106){ref-type="ref"} In a pair of investigations using dural stimulation, Melo‐Carrillo and coworkers made the serendipitous discovery that the peripheral Aδ fibers express the CGRP receptor and activate high‐threshold (HT) TNC second‐order neurons, while the C‐fibers do not express CGRP receptors and activate wide‐dynamic range (WDR) TNC neurons.[31](#head13529-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#head13529-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, the role of CGRP was found to differ between meningeal and non‐meningeal peripheral nerves in the generation of pain.[35](#head13529-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Studies showing an absence of somatic pain after CGRP i.v. or intradermal administration to human subjects, differential terminations of meningeal and extra meningeal afferents in the TNC suggest that meningeal and cutaneous inputs are processed differently in the TNC.[77](#head13529-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [107](#head13529-bib-0107){ref-type="ref"}

The proposition that the anti‐CGRP antibodies act peripherally, at the trigeminal--meningeal interface, rather than centrally is also supported by a recent clinical PET study that showed very low (\<10%) receptor occupancy of central CGRP receptors by the CGRP receptor antagonist telcagepant at doses that blocked migraine attacks, suggesting a predominantly peripheral effect.[108](#head13529-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"} Based on the results of recent electrophysiologic studies in rats where CSD was evoked to sensitize meningeal afferents, Melo‐Carrillo et al[31](#head13529-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} proposed that CSD evokes the release of CGRP from meningeal C‐fiber terminals, which in turn activates adjacent Aδ afferent fibers that express CGRP receptors. Thus, CGRP antibodies can prevent the activation of the Aδ afferent fibers at a peripheral site to prevent the development of migraine headache.[31](#head13529-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}

CSD May Initiate Trigeminal Sensitization {#head13529-sec-0013}
-----------------------------------------

Since CSD was first described by Leao as a slow‐moving (3‐5 mm/min) wave of depolarization accompanied by reduced electrocorticogram activity, vasodilation, and hyperemia,[109](#head13529-bib-0109){ref-type="ref"}, [110](#head13529-bib-0110){ref-type="ref"} it was regarded as the electrophysiologic correlate of migraine aura.[111](#head13529-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"}, [112](#head13529-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"} Electrophysiologic studies have shown that CSD can sensitize peripheral and central trigeminovascular neurons,[113](#head13529-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"} although others have shown no effect of CSD on peripheral trigeminal or TNC neurons.[114](#head13529-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"} Excitation of the trigeminal terminals of the dura can elicit a release of transmitters, including CGRP, which results in meningeal vasodilation and a neurogenic inflammation. The application of K^+^ to the cortex of anesthetized rats produced CSD, which resulted in oxidative stress and increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in not only the cortex and meninges but also of the TG.[115](#head13529-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}, [116](#head13529-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"} It was also determined that ROS can directly acutely excite trigeminal nociceptors and also promote the release of CGRP from trigeminal terminals to promote sensitization of TG neurons.[115](#head13529-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"}

In a recent study, the activities of WDR and HT lamina I‐II and lamina IV‐V TNC neurons with convergent inputs from dural and facial regions were examined in response to CSD.[35](#head13529-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Induction of CSD by pinprick stimulation of the visual cortex was followed 2 hours later by an increase in spontaneous firing rates of HT, but not WDR, neurons.[35](#head13529-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} In that study, CSD also elicited increased responses and expansion of receptive fields of the HT neurons in response to mechanical stimulation of the dura, brush or pressure stimulus applied to the periorbital skin and brush of the cornea, indicating central sensitization. Moreover, pretreatment with the humanized monoclonal antibody to CGRP (CGRP‐mAb) fremanezumab prevented or markedly attenuated the development of these signs of sensitization. Additionally, CGRP‐mAb profoundly and significantly reduced the spontaneous activity and evoked responses to dural stimulation of HT, but not WDR, TNC neurons, but did not alter the responses of TNC neurons to periorbital cutaneous or corneal stimuli in the absence of CSD.[35](#head13529-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Taken together, these results from animal studies strongly suggested that CSD can lead to a delayed central sensitization of TNC neurons through a mechanism dependent in part on CGRP. It was also shown that CGRP‐mAb can prevent the development of central sensitization and cutaneous allodynia elicited by CSD.

Although numerous imaging studies showing a wave of oligemia across the occipital cortex that correlates with aura support a role for CSD in aura,[117](#head13529-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}, [118](#head13529-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}, [119](#head13529-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"} its relationship to migraine attacks is still under debate. For example, the majority of people with migraine do not experience aura.[6](#head13529-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, there is no satisfactory explanation for the genesis of CSD in migraine. CSD in animal studies in induced by damaging stimuli applied to the cortex. Clinically, CSD may be observed with traumatic brain injury or infarct, and is associated with progression of ischemia and of brain injury, and worsening of patient outcomes.[25](#head13529-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} There is no evidence of injury or trauma to cause CSD in migraine.[25](#head13529-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [120](#head13529-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"} Spontaneous CSD was inferred in one study, where functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) performed in a patient with migraine with aura induced by strenuous exercise and photostimulation showed changes in blood oxygenation level‐dependent (BOLD) signal suggestive of CSD.[121](#head13529-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}Also, in a study of patients with migraine using magnetoencephalographic waveforms, patients with migraine with aura induced by a visual stimulus showed spreading depression‐like neuroelectric event.[122](#head13529-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"} These studies suggest that spontaneous CSD‐like events are possible. Nonetheless, there is insufficient evidence to show that the hyperemia and oligemia observed in imaging studies truly represent an electrophysiologic event. Importantly, a randomized clinical trial showed that tonabersat, a drug that inhibits CSD, did not reduce the number of migraine headache days patients experienced, but significantly reduced the number of days with aura.[123](#head13529-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}

CGRP Actions on Glia {#head13529-sec-0014}
--------------------

There is a growing body of evidence that shows that CGRP from TG neurons can interact with the TG satellite glial cells to promote sensitization. Capsaicin‐induced activation of TG neurons stimulates the secretion of nitric oxide (NO) and CGRP from the TG soma, which stimulate adjacent satellite glial cells to release interleukin (IL)‐1β and increase cyclooxygenase activity, increasing PGE~2~ production.[124](#head13529-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}, [125](#head13529-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}, [126](#head13529-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"} In this way, TG satellite cells promote sensitization of the TG neurons.[124](#head13529-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}, [125](#head13529-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}, [126](#head13529-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"} Chemically induced inflammation of the dura in rats increased the expression of pERK~1/2~ in TG satellite cells and of interleukin‐1β (IL‐1β) and CGRP in TG neurons, demonstrating a long‐term sensitization of the TG due in part to neuronal--glial interactions.[127](#head13529-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"} Other studies have shown that CGRP released from TG neurons stimulate production of tumor necrosis factor‐α (TNF‐α) in satellite cells, which then acts on TG neurons to increase both the production and the release of CGRP.[128](#head13529-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, TNF‐α can acutely sensitize TG neurons directly, as well as evoke the upregulation of several proinflammatory cytokines in these neurons, likely through the TNF‐α receptors.[129](#head13529-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"} Together, these studies demonstrate that CGRP secreted from TG neurons can increase cytokine production in TG neurons and satellite glial cells and increase its own production and release from neurons, maintaining a sensitized state and enhancing pain.[124](#head13529-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}, [126](#head13529-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}, [129](#head13529-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}, [130](#head13529-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}

Central CGRP in Migraine {#head13529-sec-0015}
------------------------

As discussed in several recent reviews, it is generally accepted that anti‐CGRP therapeutics most likely act peripherally to relieve migraine attacks, since the small‐molecule CGRP receptor antagonists and the anti‐CGRP antibodies have very little ability to cross the blood--brain barrier.[9](#head13529-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [108](#head13529-bib-0108){ref-type="ref"}, [131](#head13529-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}, [132](#head13529-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}, [133](#head13529-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"}, [134](#head13529-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"}, [135](#head13529-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"} Nonetheless, a central role of CGRP in migraine is still possible, since several studies reveal a widespread distribution of the neuropeptide and the receptor components CLR and RAMP1 throughout the CNS. A recent study performed in rat brain using immunoflurescent antibodies raised against CLR, RAMP1, and CGRP revealed extensive labeling for CGRP in many neurons throughout the cerebral cortex, and labeling for the CGRP receptor components in surrounding nerve fibers.[136](#head13529-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"} Immunoflurescence for CGRP or for its receptor components were found in the thalamus and hypothalamus, and generally agreed with earlier immunohistochemical and in situ hybridization studies that found evidence for either CGRP or CGRP receptor components at numerous brain sites in addition to the TNC, including the cerebellum, hippocampus, hypothalamus, amygdala, basal ganglia, parabrachial nucleus, Kölliker‐Fuse nucleus, striatum, colliculi, medullary cranial motor nuclei, nucleus ambiguous, peripeduncular, posterior, centromedial thalamic nuclei, central gray, and the inferior colliculus.[65](#head13529-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [136](#head13529-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"}, [137](#head13529-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"}, [138](#head13529-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"}, [139](#head13529-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}, [140](#head13529-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"}, [141](#head13529-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"}, [142](#head13529-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}, [143](#head13529-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"}, [144](#head13529-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"} Studies performed in rat, primate, and human cerebellar tissue revealed the existence of CGRP in Purkinje cell bodies and of CGRP receptor elements, suggesting functional receptors, in Purkinje cell bodies and processes.[138](#head13529-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"}, [145](#head13529-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, glia cells that tightly surround the Purkinje cells do not express CLR or RAMP1. These regions, including the cerebellum, are believed to be involved in some aspects of pain processing or pain modulation.

However, the function of CGRP at these sites remains to be fully understood regarding pain and migraine headache, since both antinociceptive and pronociceptive functions of CGRP at central sites have been demonstrated in animal models.[144](#head13529-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"} The microinjection of CGRP into the PAG was antinociceptive in normal rats as well as rats with mononeuropathy.[146](#head13529-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"}, [147](#head13529-bib-0147){ref-type="ref"} In those studies, antinociception was abolished by the CGRP receptor antagonist CGRP~8‐37~. However, in another study, CGRP applied in the ventrolateral PAG enhanced responses of TNC neurons to stimulation of the dura or of the convergent cutaneous receptive fields in rats.[148](#head13529-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"} Other studies showed that descending spinopetal projections from the NRM express CGRP and can inhibit nociceptive inputs in the spinal cord. A study employing behavioral and immunohistochemical techniques found that met‐enkephalinergic neurons projecting from the central nucleus of amygdala (CeA) to the PAG are activated by CGRP in the CeA and thus produce analgesia via the PAG.[149](#head13529-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"} Microinjection of CGRP into the serotonergic nucleus raphe magnus produced antinociception that was blocked by intra‐NRM CGRP~8‐37~or naloxone, indicating an enkephalinergic link.[150](#head13529-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"} The wide distribution of CGRP and the CGRP receptor throughout the CNS, and the potential for myriad interactions with numerous transmitter systems presents a very complex picture. A considerable amount of future studies are needed in order to figure out the possible role of CGRP at central sites with regard to migraine.[65](#head13529-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [144](#head13529-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"}

Contribution of Neuronal--Glial Interactions in Migraine {#head13529-sec-0016}
--------------------------------------------------------

Glial activation associated with the central terminals of TG neurons in the TNC has also been observed. Immunofluorescence studies indicated that primary afferent terminals expressing CGRP were in contact with astrocytes in laminae I and II of the TNC.[151](#head13529-bib-0151){ref-type="ref"} Injecting CGRP into the temporomandibular joint of rats activated astrocytes and microglia in the TNC, which can help maintain central sensitization.[64](#head13529-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} In another study, the intracisternal injection of CGRP enhanced nocifensive responses in rats and increased expression of PKA and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) in the medullary dorsal horn, indicating central sensitization of second‐order neurons and activation of astrocytes, but not of microglia, since there was no increase in ionized calcium‐binding adapter molecule 1 (Iba1).[152](#head13529-bib-0152){ref-type="ref"} Neuronal--glial interactions contribute to both peripheral and central sensitization, through which nociception can be amplified. However, the clinical importance of these interactions regarding migraine remains to be determined, since there are virtually no clinical studies that have been designed to explore this aspect. Very recently, a double‐blind, randomized, placebo‐controlled trial was conducted in patients with chronic migraine who received ibudilast, a nonspecific inhibitor of glial cells, for 8 weeks.[153](#head13529-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"} There were no changes in frequency or intensity of migraine attacks, and no changes in the secondary outcome measures of migraine headache index, medication use, allodynia, or quality of life.[153](#head13529-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"} Because this study was performed in patients with chronic migraine, it is unknown if glial cell inhibitors would prove clinically useful in episodic migraine, or if they could prevent the progression of episodic migraine to chronic migraine.

Interaction of CGRP with Nitric Oxide in the Trigeminovascular System {#head13529-sec-0017}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As recently reviewed, an interesting, although perhaps still somewhat speculative, interaction that deserves further investigation is the possibility that CGRP and NO can amplify each other\'s activity in a reciprocal fashion throughout the trigeminovascular system, acting at the peripheral neurovascular interface, within the TG, and in the TNC.[154](#head13529-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"} Infusions of both CGRP or nitroglycerin to patients with migraine induce migraine attacks and elevate jugular blood CGRP levels.[155](#head13529-bib-0155){ref-type="ref"} Activation of CGRP receptors on vascular smooth muscle cells can lead to enhanced NO production via cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), which is possibly able to sensitive adjacent trigeminal nociceptive nerve endings, thus maintaining a state of peripheral sensitization (Fig. [1](#head13529-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).[156](#head13529-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"}, [157](#head13529-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}, [158](#head13529-bib-0158){ref-type="ref"}, [159](#head13529-bib-0159){ref-type="ref"}, [160](#head13529-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"}

![Some event occurring centrally, such as oscillations in hypothalamic activity and/or increased cortical excitability, can activate the trigeminovascular system to cause release of CGRP from CGRP‐ergic trigeminal afferent C‐fibers. In addition, CSD, regardless of its possible role in migraine pathogenesis, can cause liberation of extracellular potassium (K^+^) and hydrogen (H^+^) ions as well as proinflammatory substances from meningeal glia cells and nerve terminals. These substances can activate trigeminal nerve endings, resulting in the release of CGRP. Thus, whether the initiating event is central or peripheral, CGRP can act on its receptors on neighboring terminals of trigeminal afferent myelinated Aδ fibers, leading to sensitization of these sensory neurons. Moreover, acting on endothelial CGRP receptors, released CGRP can produce direct vasodilation and activate signaling cascades resulting in activation of eNOS and NO production. NO causes vasodilation and diffuses to the trigeminal nerve terminal, where it can enhance the further release of CGRP. Calcitonin gene‐related peptide (CGRP); endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS); nitric oxide (NO).](HEAD-59-659-g001){#head13529-fig-0001}

In the TG, CGRP secreted from neurons can activate signaling cascades by interacting with the CGRP receptors present on satellite glia and on adjacent non‐CGRPergic TG neurons, inducing NO production in these glia and neurons to cause release of additional CGRP and the activation of signaling cascades to increase production of proinflammatory mediators, thus sensitizing TG neurons.[161](#head13529-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"}, [162](#head13529-bib-0162){ref-type="ref"}, [163](#head13529-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"} Studies performed with primary TG cultures suggested the presence of a feed‐forward loop that can increase both CGRP and NO production (Fig. [2](#head13529-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).[161](#head13529-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"}, [164](#head13529-bib-0164){ref-type="ref"}

![Trigeminal CGRP‐ergic C‐fiber nociceptive neurons can secrete CGRP in the trigeminal ganglion, which can diffuse to satellite cells, evoking the release of NO. NO can diffuse back to the TG neuron, as well as to adjacent non‐CGRP neurons, thereby enhancing their activity. Moreover, CGRP can act directly on adjacent non‐CGRP Aδ sensory neuronal cell bodies that express the CGRP receptor, resulting in their sensitization. Calcitonin gene‐related peptide (CGRP); CGRP receptor (CGRP‐R); nitric oxide (NO); neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS); trigeminal ganglion (TG).](HEAD-59-659-g002){#head13529-fig-0002}

The increased activity of central terminals of sensitized TG afferents can promote the upregulation of neuronal NOS (nNOS) in the postsynaptic neurons, which can both sensitize the second‐order neurons as well as the primary afferent terminals by retrograde diffusion of NO.[57](#head13529-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [163](#head13529-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"}, [165](#head13529-bib-0165){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, both NO and CGRP activate astrocytes and microglia.[57](#head13529-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [163](#head13529-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"}, [165](#head13529-bib-0165){ref-type="ref"}, [166](#head13529-bib-0166){ref-type="ref"} Taken together, these studies indicate that both CGRP and NO contribute to central sensitization, and they do so in a way that can potentiate each other\'s activity (Fig. [3](#head13529-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}).

![CGRP released from the central terminals of unmyelinated nociceptive C‐fiber TG neurons can activate the CGRP receptors of the second‐order neurons, and elicit production of NO via nNOS. NO acts as a retrograde neuromodulator and enhances the activity of both the CGRP and non‐CGRP nerve terminals synapsing with the second‐order neuron, resulting in enhanced transmitter release. CGRP released from the TG neuron can also activate astrocytes, eliciting the release of NO and other inflammatory mediators, and act on receptors on the terminals of neighboring Aδ neurons that express the CGRP receptor, leading to their sensitization. Moreover, the release of excitatory transmitters such as glutamate from second‐order neurons and astrocytes results in activation of NMDA and AMPA receptors on second‐order neurons, on primary afferent nerve terminals, and on astrocytes to further promote release of excitatory substances, thus further enhancing the activity of the second‐order neuron and leading to a state of central sensitization. α‐amino‐3‐hydroxy‐5‐methyl‐4‐isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPA‐R); calcitonin gene‐related peptide (CGRP); N‐methyl‐D‐aspartate (NMDA); nitric oxide (NO); neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS); trigeminal ganglion (TG).](HEAD-59-659-g003){#head13529-fig-0003}

In an animal model designed to mimic triptan‐induced medication overuse headache, which may be considered to be a type of chronic migraine, persistent triptan exposure produced cutaneous allodynia and upregulated CGRP and nNOS, but not substance P, in rat TG. The increased levels remained even after allodynia resolved. Subsequent exposure to known precipitors of migraine, such as NO donor infusion or bright light stress, provoked cutaneous allodynia and enhanced release of CGRP, and these effects were blocked by a nNOS inhibitor NXN‐232.[167](#head13529-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"}, [168](#head13529-bib-0168){ref-type="ref"}, [169](#head13529-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"} Early clinical trials showed that the nonselective NOS inhibitor L‐N^G‐^methylarginine was superior to placebo in relieving migraine attacks or tension‐type headache,[170](#head13529-bib-0170){ref-type="ref"}, [171](#head13529-bib-0171){ref-type="ref"} although it did not block histamine‐induced vasodilation or migraine attacks.[172](#head13529-bib-0172){ref-type="ref"} However, nonselective NOS inhibitors are also associated with cardiovascular effects, especially blood pressure increases, and are therefore considered to be unsuitable for development as migraine treatments. [154](#head13529-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"} There currently are no selective iNOS, eNOS, or nNOS inhibitors in clinical development.[154](#head13529-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"}

The Role of CGRP in Non‐Headache Migraine Symptoms {#head13529-sec-0018}
--------------------------------------------------

Intravenous infusion of CGRP produces a delayed migraine‐like headache in patients with migraine but does not induce premonitory symptoms.[173](#head13529-bib-0173){ref-type="ref"} The authors suggested that CGRP infusion produced a migraine attack, but did not produce the centrally driven premonitory symptoms, suggesting that peripheral mechanisms of CGRP induced the migraine attacks.[173](#head13529-bib-0173){ref-type="ref"}

Photophobia is a distinctive feature of migraine that led to the development of a preclinical model in mice.[174](#head13529-bib-0174){ref-type="ref"} Intracerebroventricular injection of CGRP induces aversion to bright or dim light in transgenic mice that overexpress the human RAMP1 subunit of the CGRP receptor, but not to wild‐type mice, and aversion to bright light in wild‐type mice.[174](#head13529-bib-0174){ref-type="ref"}, [175](#head13529-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"}, [176](#head13529-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"} Co‐administration of olcegepant blocks light aversion.[174](#head13529-bib-0174){ref-type="ref"}, [175](#head13529-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"}, [176](#head13529-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, peripherally administered CGRP also produced aversion to bright light that was blocked by a CGRP antibody, in the wild‐type and transgenic mice, but failed to induce aversion to low light in the transgenic mice.[174](#head13529-bib-0174){ref-type="ref"} It was concluded that CGRP can elicit photophobia through distinct, and perhaps overlapping, peripheral and central mechanisms.[174](#head13529-bib-0174){ref-type="ref"}

Role of CGRP in Cluster Headache {#head13529-sec-0019}
================================

Unlike migraine, cluster headache is not common, occurring in \<1% of the population, and its pathophysiology remains largely obscure.[6](#head13529-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [177](#head13529-bib-0177){ref-type="ref"}, [178](#head13529-bib-0178){ref-type="ref"} Cluster headache is a trigeminal autonomic cephalalgia characterized by severe, strictly unilateral painful attacks of discrete episodes of 15‐180 minutes each, usually occurring in clusters with long periods of remission between clusters. The trigeminal distribution of pain, the circadian and circannual periodicity of the cluster episodes, and the autonomic symptoms ipsilateral to the pain represent the 3 major features of cluster headache. The current consensus is that cluster headache is a complex disorder that includes activation of the trigemino‐parasympathetic reflex and hypothalamic involvement. Functional and structural imaging studies, along with noted regularity of cluster headache attacks and the neuroendocrine abnormalities associated with them led to the suggestion that the posterior hypothalamus may act as a generator of cluster headache.[179](#head13529-bib-0179){ref-type="ref"}, [180](#head13529-bib-0180){ref-type="ref"}, [181](#head13529-bib-0181){ref-type="ref"} Consequently, deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the hypothalamus was used to treat intractable cluster headache in several uncontrolled studies, and it was reported that overall 66% of patients achieved ≥50% reduction in headache frequency.[179](#head13529-bib-0179){ref-type="ref"}, [180](#head13529-bib-0180){ref-type="ref"} Only 1 randomized clinical study examined hypothalamic DBS in patients with intractable cluster headache.[182](#head13529-bib-0182){ref-type="ref"} In that study, the 1‐month blinded phase of the study was too short to permit a valid evaluation, because prolonged stimulation over weeks to months is required to achieve an effect.[179](#head13529-bib-0179){ref-type="ref"}, [180](#head13529-bib-0180){ref-type="ref"} After the 1‐year open phase of the study, 6 of the 11 patients had \>50% reductions in cluster headache frequency, and 3 patients were pain‐free.[182](#head13529-bib-0182){ref-type="ref"} However, the fact that many patients do not benefit from hypothalamic DBS and the long latencies required before an observable benefit is obtained suggest that the hypothalamus is only 1 actor in a complex neural network in generating cluster headache.[183](#head13529-bib-0183){ref-type="ref"} Others suggest that the posterior hypothalamus regulates the duration, rather than the generation, of cluster headache attacks.[179](#head13529-bib-0179){ref-type="ref"} The pathophysiology of cluster headache has been the subject of several recent reviews.[178](#head13529-bib-0178){ref-type="ref"}, [181](#head13529-bib-0181){ref-type="ref"}, [183](#head13529-bib-0183){ref-type="ref"}, [184](#head13529-bib-0184){ref-type="ref"}

A role of CGRP in cluster headache was first suggested when elevated levels of CGRP were found in the jugular blood of patients with spontaneous cluster headache attacks that normalized after treatment of cluster headache symptoms with oxygen or sumatriptan, or spontaneous resolution.[185](#head13529-bib-0185){ref-type="ref"} A later study found that baseline jugular CGRP levels were higher in cluster headache patients who were in the active phase when compared to those in remission.[186](#head13529-bib-0186){ref-type="ref"} Cluster headache was induced with sublingual nitroglycerin only in patients in the active phase.[186](#head13529-bib-0186){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, nitroglycerin elevated blood CGRP levels only in the patients in the active phase and normalized after the headaches, spontaneously remitted or were treated with sumatriptan.[186](#head13529-bib-0186){ref-type="ref"} Further studies showed that CGRP plasma levels were not increased during the 27‐minute latent period between nitroglycerin administration and the headache onset.[187](#head13529-bib-0187){ref-type="ref"} It was suggested that the trigeminal system of cluster headache patients was sensitized in the active phase, demonstrated by the sensitivity of these patients to the triggering action of nitroglycerin.[186](#head13529-bib-0186){ref-type="ref"}, [187](#head13529-bib-0187){ref-type="ref"} It was pointed out that none of the 3 studies were placebo‐controlled, that there were inconsistencies in the CGRP blood levels reported among the studies, and that patients in one study[185](#head13529-bib-0185){ref-type="ref"} were not drug‐free; consequently, more rigorous studies are needed to understand the role of CGRP in cluster headache.[177](#head13529-bib-0177){ref-type="ref"} Most recently, a placebo‐controlled, randomized clinical trial showed that intravenous infusions of CGRP provoked cluster headache attacks in 89% of patients with active‐phase episodic cluster headache and in none of the patients with remission‐phase episodic cluster headache.[23](#head13529-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Moreover, CGRP infusion provoked a cluster headache attack in 50% of patients with chronic cluster headache. A novel finding in that study was that the patients with chronic cluster headache who reported an attack after CGRP infusion had a median attack frequency of 33, whereas those who reported no cluster headache attack after CGRP had a median attack frequency of 7.5, over the preceding 30 days.[23](#head13529-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}

There are currently 6 clinical trials involving 2 therapies targeting CGRP, galcanezumab (NCT02797951, NCT02397473, and NCT02438826), and fremanezumab (NCT03107052, NCT02945046, and NCT02964338), for episodic and chronic cluster headache.[177](#head13529-bib-0177){ref-type="ref"}, [188](#head13529-bib-0188){ref-type="ref"} Recently reported results from a phase 3 randomized clinical trial (NCT02397473) showed that galcanezumab was significantly superior to placebo in reducing weekly cluster headache attack frequency in patients with episodic cluster headache.[189](#head13529-bib-0189){ref-type="ref"}, [190](#head13529-bib-0190){ref-type="ref"} However, galcanezumab did not meet the primary endpoint in patients with chronic cluster headache.[191](#head13529-bib-0191){ref-type="ref"}, [192](#head13529-bib-0192){ref-type="ref"} The difference in susceptibility to provocation of cluster headache by CGRP infusion, and the differential results between patients with episodic and chronic cluster headache who received galcanezumab, suggests that there may be a stronger link between CGRP and episodic, relative to chronic, cluster headache. Additional results from future studies will provide valuable insights into the pathophysiology of cluster headache.

Conclusion {#head13529-sec-0020}
==========

The past decade has seen considerable progress in understanding the pathophysiology of migraine. Among those, the important role of the peptide, CGRP, has been identified as being released in the trigeminovascular complex, leading to neurogenic inflammation and vasodilation. These advances have led to several promising novel candidates for the treatment and prevention of episodic and chronic migraine. However, the site of action of CGRP to initiate and maintain migraine prevention remains open to debate. A growing body of evidence supports a peripheral site of action, especially since most of the clinically effective treatments (ie, triptans, onabotulinumtoxin type A, and the CGRP antibodies currently in development) do not readily cross the blood--brain barrier. However, the trigeminal nerve spans the interface between peripheral and central components, and provides a mechanism through which drugs acting peripherally can still exert a downstream central effect. By sensitizing the afferent fibers through interactions with NO, and other inflammatory mediators, at the neurovascular interface and within the TG, CGRP can promote enhanced neuronal activity that ultimately drives central sensitization, even at tertiary sites such as the thalamus. These changes can lead to development of activity‐independent central sensitization, which may drive the progression of episodic migraine to the chronic form. The pathophysiology of cluster headache is much more obscure than that of migraine, but emerging evidence suggests a potential role of CGRP in the trigeminovascular system of patients with cluster headache as well. The results of ongoing clinical trials with CGRP antibodies will provide valuable insights into the mechanisms of this still enigmatic disorder.

As our understanding of underlying pathophysiology of migraine and cluster headache develops, a potential series of events emerge to explain the progression from prodrome to postdrome. The intrinsic oscillations of hypothalamic activity and connectivity to pontine and brainstem sites can could be perturbed in susceptible individuals to produce a hyperexcited cortex, a phase that may manifest clinically as the prodrome. This phase might be associated with activation of the TNC, perhaps via the hypothalamus, which has direct CGRP‐ergic projections to this region. Although CGRP does not directly excite TNC neurons, it may lead to peripheral sensitization of the afferent Aδ fibers entering the outer laminae of the TNC. Via cross‐excitation within the TG, the peripheral C‐fibers may also become sensitized, which may occur with or without generation of a CSD. The lag time between the inputs to the trigeminal system and sensitization of the peripheral nerves could explain the long lag time between prodrome and the initiation of a migraine attack, with or without aura. Termination of the migraine headache would occur as the spontaneous oscillations change, resulting in reduced drive that maintains sensitization, and resulting in the postdrome. Thus, whether the excitation of the trigeminovascular system arises from central or peripheral events, disruption of this cycle by blocking even the peripheral effects of CGRP may be sufficient to disrupt this migraine headache cycle. The cyclic nature of cluster headaches suggest that this model may be applicable to understanding its pathophysiology as well.
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